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1: On this day: A star is born | Swansea City FC
In The Day-Star of Liberty, Tom Paulin sets out to place William Hazlitt - master of the essay form, the first major art and
drama critic, and one of the most outstanding political and literary journalists Britain has ever produced - in his rightful
position as a great prose writer and an exemplary literary artist.

And also my parents had met in Belfast and served in the war. He and the only other officer who voted Labour
just kept quiet and winked at each other. That must have been a great moment. I sort of grew up on moments
like that. His parent were moderate unionists and supporters of the Northern Ireland Labour Party, and he
remembers "we talked a lot about politics and history and so on. His mother, a GP from Belfast had worked in
London hospitals during the blitz; his father was a teacher from Tynemouth near Newcastle. Tom was born in
Leeds in and four years later the family moved to Belfast when his father was appointed headmaster of
Annadale, one of the first post-war working-class grammar schools in the province. His middle brother,
Oswyn, is a lawyer in the Northern Ireland civil service. The youngest brother, John, died in his early 20s
having lived most of his life in a specialist home for people with cerebral palsy. Last year Paulin wrote a poem
about his brother which he read at the House of Commons during a lobby of MPs by the charity Scope. I went
to a grim Victorian school with classes of 40 or 50 children. It was a very rigid and unimaginative education
but it did teach us the three Rs. He says Tom was part of a very good year. I think A-level history is still a very
good subject, but English is very watery now. Eric Brown says father and son "both got on very well at school.
His father was very tactful and shrewd like that. But like Graham Greene - whose father was also his
headmaster - who has written about the green baize door that divided school and home life, Paulin
acknowledged some tensions. Of course, Greene went on to play Russian roulette," he muses, "but I never had
a revolver handy. When I was an adolescent everyone seemed to be reading Rimbaud or Dostoyevsky. At 15 I
was reading Isaac Deutscher. Eventually I realised that all this Trotskyite analysis was beside the point
because it was all about national identity. But it was a great education. Frost says you have a vernacular, so
use it. You could see a star in the sky. Then we had an English teacher who had been at Trinity, Dublin, with
Derek Mahon and Michael Longley and he would bring in copies of poems by them. Michael Longley would
come in to read in our school when I was in the sixth form, so when they published that was also a huge
inspiration. He later burnt it all. It was something I did in my 20s. And I thought I would just clean everything
out. There was quite an influence of Larkin. He was a shy man, but master of the situation. She is now a
schools adviser for the Local Education Authority in Oxford. They have two sons, Michael, 21, who is
studying at Leeds University and Niall, 20, who is at Sheffield. Andrew McNeillie, the writer and publisher,
was a contemporary. McNeillie says of Paulin, "He was very intense and a little scary. He was always quite
staggeringly serious about his work and he had, and still has, this extraordinary lateral vision to see how things
connect. And he has always been concerned with injustice and racism. I think that makes his recent interest in
the plight of the Palestinians, for instance, that much sharper. He sees it as one of the responsibilities of a
writer, and he probably finds some of the evasiveness of English culture not quite to his taste. He is more used
to taking a stand and he sometimes finds that people fudge the issues in England. Instead he accepted a job
teaching at Nottingham University "where I got stuck for the next 22 years", he laughs grimly. Despite some
dissatisfaction with his career, it was at Nottingham that he first felt his verse was of a sufficient standard to
publish. It was Douglas Dunn who recommended Paulin to Faber and Faber, and in he was published, along
with seven other poets, including poet laureate Andrew Motion, in an introductory volume. They cross from
Glasgow to a black city Of gantries, mills and steeples. They begin to belong. He manages the iceworks, is an
elder of the Kirk: But his poetry was always political. Looking back it was more ahead of its time than at first
it seemed. It was a crazy time to live through. But he says he has always enjoyed teaching. The poet Jamie
McKendrick was taught by him at Nottingham. As a teacher, students treated him slightly with awe. It makes
teaching a collaborative exercise. The critic Clair Wills, in her study of politics and sexuality in Northern Irish
poetry, Improprieties, identifies Paulin as the Northern Irish poet "who most consistently espouses a political
vision derived from the classical and secular republican ideals of the 18th century". Paulin happily owns up to
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being "an occasional subscriber to the loose-cannon school of criticism", but Longley, in an essay called Tom
Paulin: This is how Irish debates become polarised and repetitive. When Bloody Sunday happened I was
horrified, but it was seven or eight years later that I belatedly came to the conclusion that the Northern Ireland
state was unsaveable. But the fact is that the two main unionist leaders, Edward Carson and Sir James Craig,
thought the border would last 20 or 30 years. It was a stop-gap solution from their point of view. But the
second world war happened and unionism ossified. The documentary filmmaker and musician David
Hammond was another founding Field Day director. He says Paulin was the most politically aware of the
directors and is a good strategist. But his values are very decent values. Trimble and his supporters have taken
enormous risks and I think that the unionist middle class bears a very heavy responsibility. There has always
been just a tiny intelligentsia who criticised the place. Middle-class Protestants are still clinging to a British
identity, but nobody over here wants them. There is no fellow feeling. But he has a much more positive
interest in it now. He sees Britishness as being open to a more social and democratic construction - the kind of
small-r republicanism he has always talked about as being capable of a British manifestation. But this time he
has done it on a very daring and ambitious scale. He says he thinks of himself as European and has more than
a sentimental attachment to Europe. You carry a guilt about the Holocaust even though your people, as it were,
fought against it. It is part of European culture. Of course Hitler dismantled the agreements, but I thought the
enterprise should be remembered. For 10 years now people have anticipated peace in Northern Ireland. I still
think that is absolutely right. Thomas Neilson Paulin Born: January 25 , Leeds. Munjiet Kaur Khosa two sons,
Michael and Niall.
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2: The Day Star Of Liberty: William Hazlitt's Radical Style by Tom Paulin
The Day-Star of Liberty is part of a revival this year which includes a new selected edition of Hazlitt's Works from
Pickering and Chatto. The critical study will fit the works companionably.

It is his aim in The Day-Star of Liberty to make him ours. In the process, he reminds us that freedoms which
we take for granted dependedâ€”and still dependâ€”on the exercise of fearless, clear and discriminating
critical judgements. Hazlitt, he shows, made those judgements, and made them in a prose so subtle, elastic and
resourceful that it is in itself a creative force, a vibrant embodiment of the liberated imagination that it shows
freedom to rely upon. Nothing if not urgent, Paulin reminds us that criticism should be an affair of great moral
seriousness. In one sense he is deeply traditional, for he regards print, rather than other media, as the guardian
of liberty and the energy for social change. Hazlitt, for Paulin, makes the book and the journal the place where
the nation imagines its best self and tries out ways to live up to that self. Unlike these predecessors, however,
he does not dissociate literature from politics. Paulin, of course, knows that this is exactly what he himself is
doing: The book is both strengthened and weakened by its fierce filial piety. Political freedom, Paulin
suggests, is a matter of style. To sustain his filial portrait of Hazlitt, Paulin inevitably neglects some of the
criticism which less liberal historians might make. Thompson and Raymond Williams, Cobbett, rather than
Hazlitt, was the journalist who best advanced the cause of liberty by finding a style that gave labourers a
political discourse of their own. There is also the matter of Napoleon. The frustrated man of letters, on this
reading, was left supporting a man of action. Did Hazlitt, at a fundamental level, lose faith in the power of
words to change things and so end up admiring a man of great but bloody deeds? If so, he is a less secure
foundation for the republic of letters than Cobbett, whose ability to mobilise a mass readership kept him
confident of the power of a free press. Paulin is, in the end, a bourgeois radical, and one much further removed
from a mass readership even than Hazlitt. Yet though there is wishful thinking in the vicarious identification
with Hazlitt the journalist, Paulin has things to teach the liberal intellectuals who hold sway over the public
sphere today. One of his lessons concerns the culture of dissent, and of eighteenth-century Unitarianism in
particular. He pays tribute to its principled faith in God and shows that it was an effectively enlightening force.
The language of liberty, Paulin implies, had better be passionate as well as worthy. There is, however, a
missing or largely absent term: Here again Paulin is cramped by the filial determination to vindicate Hazlitt
that elsewhere serves him so well. All books have their blind-spots, and the ones I have discussed here do not
prevent The Day-Star of Liberty being a profoundly impressive work. For its passionate articulacy, its
seriousness of purpose and beauty of style it is in a different league to most of the academic books currently
published on Romanticism. Despiteâ€”or more likely becauseâ€”of his blindnesses and biases, Paulin is a
major critic who reminds us that criticism can be a form of creativity, and that creativity is at its most
energising when it thoroughly comprehends the world it seeks to change. Other Articles From This Issue.
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3: Lists That Contain The Day Star Of Liberty: William Hazlitt's Radical Style by Tom Paulin
In The Day-Star of Liberty, Tom Paulin sets out to place William Hazlitt-master of the essay form, the first major art and
drama critic, and one of the most outstanding political and literary journalists Britain has ever produced-in his rightful
position as a great prose writer and an exemplary literary artist.

It was accepted for inclusion in the Victorian Web after readings by four referees. Landow created this online
version, formatting the text and adding links and images. Brief bibliographical citations appear in the main
text. In this web version the longer endnotes in the original essay appear in this left column. Clicking on the
back button returns you to your place in the main text. Links in the text take you to other documents and
images in the Victorian Web. Clicking on all thumbnails and larger images in the main text will produce both
larger images and in some cases additional information. The establishment transferred to Bishopsgate before
settling in Post Office Court just off Lombard Street in where it would remain until the institution was
relocated to St. Before the introduction of post-boxes in London in , the inhabitants of the city and other
provincial towns could give their post to a letter-carrier instead of travelling to a receiving office. Daunton,
Royal Mail, p. Before being acquired by the Post Office the site contained houses with over 1, inhabitants. See
Richard Mullen, Anthony Trollope: A Victorian in his World, 83 5. Trollope began a clerkship there in His
autobiography provides an interesting contemporary account of the General Post Office in the early s, An
Autobiography, ed. Penguin, , Chapter III, p. Penguin, , I. Oxford University Press, , I. Primary works cited
Collins, Wilkie. Oxford University Press, The Letter-Bell in William Hazlitt: Its Importance and
Practicability, third edition. Charles Knight and Co, In the Cage in Selected Tales. The Way We Live Now. H
Abrams and Stephen Gill. Secondary works cited Bills, Mark. The Burlington Magazine, Vol. Batsford,
Cipolla, Carlo M. Literacy and Development in the West. The Post Office since Cambridge University Press,
The Victorian Revolution in Letter Writing. University Press of Florida, A Victorian in his World. The Day
Star of Liberty: Faber and Faber, The Victorian Post Office: The Growth of a Bureaucracy. Pevsner, Nikolaus
and Bradley, Stuart. The City of London. The British Post Office, a history. Princeton University Press,
Dickens and the City. Trollope in the Post Office. University of Michigan Press, University of California
Press, City of Dreadful Delight: Weinreb, Ben and Hibbert, Christopher. Book Club Associates, George Eliot
and Blackmail. Harvard University Press, Letters as a way of understanding the city: To shuffle through the
streets, unfamiliar with the shapes, and in utter darkness as to the meaning, of those mysterious symbols, so
abundant over the shops, and at the corners of streets, and on the doors, and in the windows! To see people
read, and to see people write, and to see the postmen deliver letters, and not, to have the least idea of all that
language â€” to be, to every scrap of it, stone blind and dumb! Proceeding chronologically, this essay will
trace the evolution of communications mainly the post and the telegraph in London during the nineteenth
century to consider how literary visions of the city emerge alongside these technologies. What types of tropes
and forms develop and what sorts of arguments are pursued? Examining how writers and artists respond to
these changes will reveal how modern communication systems shaped the landscape of the metropolis in
literature as much as in life throughout the nineteenth century. Communication by letter was neither a regular
occurrence â€” nor a particularly welcome event â€” for middle- and working-class families in Golden,
Posting It, Although Londoners had the privilege of door-to-door deliveries postage was paid by the recipient
and high rates generally deterred less wealthy individuals from using the postal service frequently. Historians
have documented how the British Post Office was transformed during the course of the nineteenth century
from a mismanaged and expensive system into an affordable, efficient service, while new methods of
correspondence the telegraph and telephone were also introduced and assimilated by the institution See
Robinson, The British Post Office, a history or M. J Daunton, Royal Mail: Exploiting communication systems
in nineteenth-century London: I have just come back from a long round in a cab. Next, to the General Post
Office, to post a letter to Midwinter at the rectory, which he will receive tomorrow morning. Lastly, back
again to this house â€” from which I shall move no more till Monday comes. The passage announces the birth
of the modern urban experience. London can be traversed easily, yet Lydia does not so much move around the
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city as she is moved. From its earliest days the Post Office was situated in the City where it would remain until
when the institution began the transfer to Mount Pleasant. Although the enterprise was short-lived â€” as the
Civil War approached, government reverted back to the previous Tudor system, under which the mail service
was intended almost exclusively for official use Robinson, The British Post Office, 36 â€” a permanent
General Letter Office was eventually established in Cloak Lane in [1]. A local post was eventually established
by William Docwra in Postal systems in early nineteenth-century London: Correspondence in London was
becoming increasingly valued in the first half of the nineteenth century. Weinreb and Hibbert, â€” staying
connected with absent family and friends became a paramount concern Golden, Posting It, Advocates of the
Unitarian belief, however, were more likely to embrace the possibilities of modern communication systems. In
relation to London, the post is particularly valuable to Hazlitt because it represents connections between
individuals that can often be absent in city living. For Hazlitt, the letter is clearly an extension of the self: I do
not recollect having ever repented giving a letter to the postman, or wishing to retrieve it after he had
deposited it in his bag. What I have once set my hand to, I take the consequences of, and have been always
pretty much of the same humour in this respect. Post Office reform in the s The Letter-Bell was published just
before the role of letters within the nineteenth-century city and culture underwent radical reassessment. This
focus on the material as much as the formal effects of the letter is indicative of a broader shift in the value of
written communications within Victorian society. In order to understand how these changes translate into
literary representations of London, it is useful to outline some of the major changes to the postal service which
were initiated during the reforms of The campaign for postal reform began in earnest in , the year that Queen
Victoria ascended to the throne. Its initiator, Rowland Hill , was an outsider to the British postal system.
Uniform penny postage came into effect in January , along with several other changes to Post Office policy.
For example, from onwards, postage would be prepaid by the sender rather than charged on delivery to the
receiver, and any additional fees would be calculated according to weight instead of number of letter sheets or
distance travelled. By stressing accessibility for all such innovations rehabilitated the image of the Post Office
â€” and that of the letter â€” as an emblem of national progress. In order to improve the London system, the
separate corps of letter-carriers who delivered the General and District mail were consolidated, there were
twelve hourly deliveries per day, and ten separate postal districts were created Daunton, Royal Mail, For
Hicks, the Post Office is emblematic of urban life. In recognition, perhaps, of the democratising effect of the
penny post, the building becomes a levelling space in which Londoners of all ages and classes can be brought
together; children, workers, gentlemen, postal officials and middle-class ladies all mingle in the crowd, united
in their desire to catch the last collection. Although each individual has arrived to send a correspondence, there
is no communication between the majority of the customers, and almost every eye is fixed on the window
department off-canvas. All the boys in London seemed to have gone mad, and to be besieging the Post-Office
with newspapers. Now and then there was a girl ; now and then a woman ; now and then a weak old man:
Suddenly it struck six. Time also transforms the mundane rhythms of the sorting office into a world of magic.
Without being exactly transformed into statues, or stricken fast asleep, the occupants of this hall whose name
was Legion appeared to be in an enchanted state of idleness. They exist in a liminal space between fairy tale
and reality, a double vision which reflects back to the city â€” it becomes a space which is at once fantastical
and ordinary. However, the atmosphere of romance is repeatedly undercut with the reminder that there is a
production line behind the apparent magic. Anon they looked like whole flocks suddenly struck all of a heap,
ready for slaughter; for a ruthless individual stood at a table, with sleeves tucked up and knife in hand, who
rapidly cut their throats, dived into their insides, abstracted their contents, and finally skinned them.
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4: Tom Paulin, The Day-Star of Liberty: William Ha â€“ Romanticism on the Net â€“ Ã‰rudit
In The Day-Star of Liberty, Tom Paulin sets out to place William Hazlitt -- master of the essay form, the first major art
and drama critic, and one of the most outstanding political and literary journalists Britain has ever produced -- in his
rightful position as a great prose writer and an exemplary literary artist.

David Lodge made him a twee subject of nostalgic research for the English hero of Small World, Philip
Swallow, hopelessly outgunned by the vulgar but irresistible American, Morris Zapp. Condescension usually
has an anxious motive. Eliot, as Tom Paulin is on hand to say, was working from a subtext of his own: Eliot
was a Dissenter who grew to hate his Dissenting inheritance. Hazlitt belonged to the party of rebellion and
never looked back. He went from Unitarianism to political radicalism to the new poetry of his time without a
break of stride and without any sense of shifting allegiance. He claimed not to have changed his mind, in
principle, after the age of He added â€” confessing to something keener than stubbornness â€” that he could
not trust anyone who departed much from the ideals he genuinely cherished at The critical study will fit the
works companionably. A survey and encomium, it has the invigorating power of a good course of lectures.
But that is the best-kept secret about Hazlitt: John Berryman once said to a friend: A historian of criticism a
generation ago used to begin his seminars: If you are not already interested in literature, this will turn you off.
The texture of his prose has a life of its own. Its power adds something to art, as art adds something to the
world. The essence of his nervous temperament was that it would not float and would not fix. The
unforgettable phrases rush towards sentences, the sentences towards paragraphs that only stop when a feeling
has run its course: This appears to me, I confess, to be pick-thank work, as needless as it is ill-timed, and,
considering from whom it comes, particularly unpleasant. The introductory flourish conveys a good deal more
than irritation. It tags Moore the preening moralist as a panderer of village gossip, exactly on a level with
people in the neighbourhood in what they say about Rousseau; it pictures Hazlitt by contrast as an intellectual
flaneur who need only pick a book off a shelf to confirm his suspicions of the noisy vanity of letters. The
impulsive manner conceals a remarkable economy. He was the son of Neptune; and having lost an eye in some
affray between the gods and men, was told that if he would go to meet the rising sun, he would recover his
sight. He is represented setting out on his journey, with men on his shoulders to guide him, a bow in his hand,
and Diana in the clouds greeting him. He stalks along, a giant upon earth, and reels and falters in his gait, as if
just awaked out of sleep, or uncertain of his way; â€” you see his blindness, though his back is turned. Nothing
was ever more finely conceived or done. It breathes the spirit of the morning; its moisture, its repose, its
obscurity, waiting the miracle of light to kindle it into smiles: The picture is Blind Orion Searching for the
Rising Sun, and the description exhibits some traits of style that Paulin is especially alert to: It is all carried
out, as Paulin reminds us, with a syncopation of jagged and continuous sentence rhythms, which no one has
ever tried to imitate without looking absurd. Yet inspiration here has grown self-conscious: The sense of this
discrimination is brought out by a comparison with Milton. The shadows to the left and right foreground are
also part of the effect, shrouding his path in darkness. So is the oval space of sky and cloud, lidded by the
canopy of branches above and the horizon below, almost the shape of an open eye. Hazlitt suggests these
materials impervious to paraphrase in a brilliant aphorism, so nested in his description that one may pass it by:
A long series of such readings in the aesthetics and morality of prose brings this book very close to pure
appreciation. It is like sitting through a performance beside a man whose enthusiasm is catching. But the
commitment that went to make The Day-Star of Liberty is more than spectatorial: Not every celebrated writer
can provoke that depth of fealty, but Hazlitt always could, to judge by his commentators; and the prose writer
he most admired, Burke, has sometimes had a similar effect. If a third could fix the family resemblance, it
would not be Shakespeare but a character in Shakespeare. Maybe the Hamlet aspect of Burke and Hazlitt
explains a part of their enchantment. On this score Paulin himself often rivals his subject. He adds, much later,
as if to complete the thought: Paulin rides just one hobbyhorse, almost conscientiously: It is a compound
idiom, both tactile and intellectual, and one cannot find a prototype for it in Swift or Goldsmith, any more than
in Montaigne. My feeling is that largely Hazlitt made it up. Paulin, less satisfied, weighs in with Dissent. He
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reminds us that for the original believers in the moral sense, both words would have been stressed. Francis
Hutcheson supposed it the nature of the senses, when not warped by custom or tyranny, to grow increasingly
complex and refine themselves towards an embrace of the beautiful and good. This would become the ground
note of the Unitarian creed, the premise of an assured belief in the efficacy of political reform. Paulin knows
that moral took the main stress in the 18th century, that sense offered chiefly a material correlative of faith,
and that the idea of beauty was then applied to nature more than art. His point is that the doctrine opened up
possible imaginings which could only be realised by its more adventurous disciples. Hazlitt would have
learned this way of thinking from his father, William Hazlitt Sr, a notable sermon-writer whose work was
published by Joseph Johnson, the publisher of Wordsworth and Blake. Yet the morality of Dissent always
seemed to press up against a crisis of belief. If the moral sense is the inalienable gift of every human being,
what need is there for teachers of morality or religion? He remembered the sensation of being cooped up in the
house of worship with the faithful, while outside he could see a truer subject of inspiration: The snow-storm
was real, the preacher merely spectral, and the eye felt the sad contrast in looking at him, and then out of the
window behind him into the beautiful meteor of the snow. The only sermon he describes with relish and
approval is the one he heard Coleridge give in the winter of â€” an anti-war oration by a poet who would
eventually choose not to join the Unitarians after all. Any final inference about Hazlitt and Dissent ought to be
complex. His discovery proved the natural disinterestedness of the mind: It is the difference between saying
that the mind inclines towards unselfishness and saying that the mind is not fated to be selfish. Both altruism
and egotism, on the argument he ventured, thrive naturally in children. The calamity of social life is that it
fosters only the latter. Rather, he speaks of Price and Joseph Fawcett and others with a tender veneration, as
great and good men, perhaps too good for the world. The culture of Dissent remains a flexible resource for
critical thinking, and not only for Hazlitt; and Paulin in this book has gone far to rescue it from Eliotic disdain
and the snobbery of academic theory. But it is hard to imagine Hazlitt drawing from the gentle and
mathematical confidence of Francis Hutcheson the powers of resistance he derived from the scepticism of
Hume and Burke. He started from Dissent, and he went on from there. It was a miraculous effect of mind
communicating with mind, through no intervening medium except the language of art. He did not ask whether
such a belief was politically tolerable. He had in any case always rejected the democratic prejudice against
heroic virtues, and in answer sought to illustrate an idea of democratic valour. This invention of a new virtue
for a new constituency goes a long way to explain the moral originality of his writing. It also suggests a reason
why, even when defending the French Revolution, he recoiled from its idealisation of collective authority as a
virtue superior to conscience. Full-scale legislation of equality seemed to him a crime against the daily life of
equality. But here, Paulin only partly remedies the omission of his precursors. Hazlitt wrote about Napoleon
with blind love, as a champion of liberty in spite of himself and an original superior to rules; but in his great
chapter on the National Convention, he passes in unfettered review the characters of Marat and Robespierre.
Others had more delight in the actual spilling of blood: Marat might be placed almost at the head of a class
that exist at all times, but only break out in times of violence and revolution; who, without natural sensibility
or even strong animal passions, are the dupes of every perverse paradox that gratifies their desire of
intellectual power; who form crime into a code, and who proclaim conclusions that make the hair of others
stand on end, not only with the most perfect calmness and composure, but with the redundant zeal and spirit of
proselytism belonging to saints and martyrs. There can be little doubt that Marat regarded himself as an
apostle of liberty; and the more undeniably wrong he was, the more infallible he thought himself, the very
violence and harshness of his opinions rivetting them the more on his conviction. The companion portrait of
Robespierre proceeds by a detached analysis of his speech at the trial of Louis XVI, which had urged that the
existence of the people of France entailed the non-existence of the King. There is no sympathy in these
portraits. What has it been until now in the political order? What does it want to be? One of the people. And
yet you would be something! Then you would not have the People nothing. So it must have seemed to Paulin,
who devotes two excellent chapters to the subject. But the attitude of these chapters is split down the middle.
In the other half, he is praised as a master psychologist of politics, with an unexampled insight into the
hypocrisy of the aristocratic order and the self-deceptions of the radical culture that sought to displace it. I am
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not sure how far Paulin was aware of the transition; the structure of the book leaves it oddly unmarked. He
seems to have started by thinking of Burke from the point of view of Dissent, and ended by thinking of him
from the point of view of Hazlitt. He turns at last to a single sentence as a touchstone of Burke â€” a levelling
paradox from A Letter to a Noble Lord. Burke here accuses the young Duke of Bedford of assaulting his own
status and its monarchical source by his embrace of the Revolution: Through all its alternations, his judgment
of Burke remains to a surprising degree aesthetic and personal: It was the spirit of the age itself, he believed,
that had proposed a revolution of all thought and feeling, because it stood for extremes only, in personality, in
achievement, in epoch-making gestures and inventions. The same spirit put to rout all but the most fortunate
strivings for an enlarged liberty. The sense of having survived an almost millennial lost chance, so noticeable
in the Hazlitt of the s, may have sharpened the idea many people had of him then, as essentially a satirist. A
strain of misanthropy was certainly in him, and it was in his look: This hooded physiognomy suits an
impression strong in his writing, too â€” a clenched assertion of principle crossed by an anarchic mood of
play. He was interested in the commonest processes by which the mind deludes or consoles itself; saying, for
example, of the novels of Walter Scott: This speculation falls in with his gloomy train of thought in the essay
on Coriolanus regarding the affinity of poetry for power.
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